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Specification of
input and output
terminals

Terminal Terminal interval Function
group

XO 1—2 Phase current IL1
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Signalling contacts
Terminal numbers X2/5-6, 7-8, 9-10-11

X2/12-13, 14-15-16
- rated voltage 250 V ac/dc
- continuou(doRent carryllingapacity)-5728(5 Adc)]TJT*[(-)-32make and carry fo60.001rs 10Adc
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Application
examples

Example 1
Directional overcur-
rent protection of  a
parallel feeder and
protection of the
busbar system
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Parallel feeders The block diagram on page 13 shows the relay
SPAA 348 C sited at the infeeder of a substation.
This connection can be be used for protecting
parallel feeders as shown in the Fig 6. When
parallel feeders are used, it is necessary to apply
directional relays at the receiving end, while
non-directional relays are sufficient at the feed-
ing end. Selectivity is then achieved by setting
the directional relays and their directional ele-
ments to look into the protected line, and giving
them time and current settings lower than those
of the non-directional relays in the feeding end.

Since the relay SPAS 348 C includes three
overcurrent stages and a versatile earth-fault
module, one relay can be used for the overcur-
rent and earth-fault protection of the busbar
system and for the protection of the parallel
feeders.

A possible DC component does not have to be
considered in the current setting, because due to
the peak-to-peak measurement method used,

asymmetry does not affect the sensitivity of the
start operations.

Fig. 6.  Directional relays protecting parallell
feeders
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In the case described in example 1 the switches
of the feeder protection relaw15
of the feeder protection relaw15
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(modified 96-11)

Fig. 7. Configuration of the internal signals of SPAS 348 C in application example 1

Note! The above configuration is not the factory default settings
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Fig. 10. Configuration of the internal signals of SPAS 348 C, application example 2

Note! The above configuration is not the factory default settings

(modified 96-11)
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Testing of
directional earth-
fault relay module
SPCS 2D26

General

Testing of the protection stages in use (U0b>,
U01>/I01> and  U02>/I02>) includes:

- start value(s)
- start time

- trip time
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